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Abstract—Most of the saliency detection methods use the contrast and boundary prior to extract the salient region of an input
image. These two approaches are followed in Boundary Aware
Regional Contrast Based Visual Saliency Detection (BARC) [1]
along with spatial distance information to achieve state of the
art result. In this research, a more interesting cue is introduced
to extract the salient region from an input image. Here, a
combination of seam map and BARC [1] is presented to produce
the saliency output. Seam importance map with boundary prior
is also presented to measure the performance of this combination.
Experiments with ten state of the art methods reveal that we get
better saliency output by combining seam information of an input
image with BARC [1] .

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, saliency detection is an interesting field of
research. It is useful in various field of computer vision
applications including object detection [2], content aware
image resizing [3], image cropping [4], object segmentation
[5] etc. In this field of study, most of the methods rely on
assumptions about objects and their background properties.
Among them, contrast prior and background prior are the most
widely used properties. The main idea of contrast prior is that
the appearance contrast between objects and their surrounding
regions are high. This assumption is used almost everywhere
[1], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
Another popular assumption is- boundary regions are mostly
backgrounds [9] which is called the boundary prior. The
effectiveness of this assumption is seen in recent papers [1],
[9], [12], [6]. In BARC [1], these two assumptions are used
along with spatial distance information of salient objects to
produce the state of the art output.
A seam is an optimal 8-connected path of pixels in a single
image. In a seam map, optimality is defined by an energy
function from left to right, right to left, top to bottom, or
bottom to top. Avidan et. al. have used seam carving [13] for
content aware image resizing. They also have mentioned that
seam information can be used for image enhancement. Yijun
et. al. [14] have successfully shown that seam information
can be used to get a better saliency output by using it for
background exclusion and foreground enhancement. Now, we
applied the idea into [1] to examine the seam effect on BARC
which is discussed in details in section II. The introduction of
seam information in the system has improved the performance
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Fig. 1: Application of SLIC method to transform the input
image into regions/super pixels.
of BARC in terms of qualitative and quantitative experiments
which is described in section III.
II. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
This work is an extension of the research [1]. Similar to
that contribution, we started by using SLIC algorithm [15] to
divide an image into superpixels or regions as seen in Fig. 1.
In this approach, saliency is detected by combining seam map
with BARC [1]. Seam map is calculated from the energy image
of an input image. After that, region level seam importance
map is generated using the superpixelized image. Moreover,
the seam importance map is combined with BARC to produce
the final saliency output. Besides that a boundary-aware seam
importance map is produced by combining seam importance
map and boundary saliency. These two methods are compared
in Fig. 7 and 8 along with other state of the art methods like
AIM [16], CA [8], FT [7], GB [17], HC [18], IT [19], LC
[20], MSS [21], SWD [22].
Similar to BARC [1], we run the same smoothing technique
to get the final output. It produces better result than [1] and this
way we present a more robust saliency detection technique.
A. Boundary Aware Regional Contrast Map (BARC)
At first, the Boundary Aware Regional Contrast Based
(BARC) Saliency Map is formed by combining global contrast
map and Border contrast map as discussed in [1]. This model
is required to combine it with seam map later. We follow below
steps to achieve this.
•

Segment the input image into regions or superpixels by
using the SLIC method.

•
•
•
•
•

Compute the region based global contrast map using
equation 1.
Down-weight the distant regions by using spatial distance
ds as in equation 2.
Find the global contrast SG from equation 3.
Generate the Border Contrast Map using equation 4.
Combine the Global Contrast Map and Border Contrast
Map as in eq. 5 to get BARC saliency model which is
the final step of [1].
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Fig. 2: Different stages of seam map generation method.
Figure (c), (d), (e), (f) are generated from the energy image
(b) and (g) is generated by combining Figs. (c), (d), (e), (f)
using eq. 8.
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Fig. 3: The seam map in Fig. (b) is converted into region
level seam map as seen in fig. (c) using eq. 9.
.

SBA (ri ) = SB (ri ) × [1 + SG (ri )]
SG (ri ) = Global contrast map from eq. 3

(c) Region level
seam map

(5)

SB (ri ) = Border contrast map from eq. 4
B. Seam Importance Map
The seam importance map is calculated from the energy
image e(I) Fig. 2(b) in eq. 6. We calculate the minimal
vertical seam map from top by cumulative sum of energy
values by eq. 7. Other seam maps i.e; bottom, left, right
are calculated by similar fashion. Seam importance map is
constructed by combining all four seam maps using eq. 8.
Some of the outputs are visualized in Fig. 2.
To prepare this seam output for combining with BARC’s [1]
region based cues i.e. boundary map, contrast map; we first
need to transform the pixel level seam importance map into
region level seam map using eq. 9. This is just the averaged
seam values in respected regions as observed in Fig. 3(c).
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Fig. 4: The boundary-aware seam map in Fig. (c) is
constructed by combining (a) and (b) using eq. 10.
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C. Boundary Aware Seam Importance Map
The Boundary-aware seam importance map (BndSeam) is
found by combining seam and boundary maps using eq. 10.
It suppresses the background well as seen in Fig. 4(c).
ImpBndSeam (ri ) = SB (ri ) × [1 + Impseam (ri )]
SB (ri ) = Border contrast map from eq. 4
Impseam (ri ) = Region level seam map from eq. 9
(10)
D. Combining Seam and BARC Saliency Models
The boundary aware regional contrast (BARC) map from
[1] is joined with seam based saliency model of eq. 9 by eq.
11 to generate combined saliency map. The output is now
better than the previous steps as seen in Fig. 5(d).
Sal0 (ri ) = SBA (ri ) × Impseam (ri )

(11)

E. Smoothing Operation
In the final step, smoothing technique is applied on the
combined saliency map found in subsection II-D to produce
a more efficient saliency output by using Gestalt Law [23].
According to that principle, visual systems are more likely to
group similar regions together. So, the following equations 12
and 13 are used to explore regions that are closer to foci of
attention in an input image. This is exactly the same approach
applied in [1]. Now, The final optimized saliency map is found
by using eq. 13.
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Fig. 5: The combination of seam map and region based
BARC model in Fig. (d) is constructed by combining Fig.
(b) and (c) using eq. 11.

III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
The standard MSRA 1K Dataset is used in this study which
is a subset of widely used MSRA dataset [24]. It contains 1000
images with complex backgrounds and low contrast objects
along with their manually labelled ground truth images. For
experimental purpose, each input image is divided into regions
or superpixels. Each region size is approximately 600 pixels.
We also consider α = 0.3 and δ = σ = 0.5 just like [1].
In Fig. 6 a qualitative analysis of the study is presented.
It is visible that BARC and the current approach (BARCS)
show better results. However, a clear comparison of the two
methods are not perfectly visible from the qualitative analysis.
So, other quantitative comparisons are performed on them.
For evaluating performance, precision-recall (PR) curves are
used as seen in Fig. 7. Each curve is plotted by comparing the
input image’s ground truth against the binary mask of optimized final saliency map which is normalized with a threshold
from 0 to 255. In Fig. 7 it is seen that the combination of
seam map with BARC which is labelled as BARCS shows the
highest performance. Experiments are performed with another
combination of seam map and border contrast map by eq. 10
excluding the global contrast map named as Boundary aware
seam map (BndSeam) followed by same type of smoothing
using eq. 13 and the result labelled as BndSeam in 7. The
BndSeam result with smoothing operation alone itself shows
quite similar output, but the combination of seam importance
map and BARC found from eq. 11 with smoothing operation
by eq. 13 gives the most appealing result as seen in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6: Qualitative comparison of final saliency output of different methods with BARCS.

Fig. 7: Precision Recall curve

Commonly used PR curves only consider whether the object
saliency is higher than the background saliency. So, F-measure
is calculated in Fig. 8 as defined in eq. 14 to evaluate the
overall performance. Similar to [1], β 2 = 0.3 is considered
following Achanta et al. [7]. In Fig. 8 corresponding values
of Precision and Recall are plotted at maximum Fβ values.
Examining Fβ in Fig. 8 one may assume that the performance of boundary aware seam map (BndSeam) and the
combination of BARC and Seam map (BARCS) gives similar
result since both have a Fβ score 0.869, but by close observation of precision-recall curves in Fig. 7 it is understood that the
proposed BARCS method gives the best output. Since, higher
precision value is observed at higher recall value for BARCS
over BndSal.

Fig. 8: Precision recall at maximum Fβ values of different
methods. The value of BndSeam and BARCS clearly outperforms other state of the art methods including BARC [1]
.
So, experimental results in Fig. 6 and the plots in Figs. 7,
8 presented in this article clearly demonstrate the superiority
of proposed combination of Seam map and BARC method
(BARCS).
Fβ =

(1 + β 2 )P recision × Recall
β 2 × P recision + Recall

(14)

IV. C ONCLUSION
The experimental results presented in this article establishes
noticeable improvement of proposed method over other state

of the art techniques. In this research, seam map is introduced
in saliency detection besides other popular cues like boundary
saliency and contrast prior. The introduction of seam map has
increased complexity of the proposed method. So, our future
plan is to minimize this complexity and increase robustness
of the proposed system.
Moreover, this can be applied to some application levels
like object detection, content aware image stretching, image
reconstruction and so on which will be interesting and may
encourage further development in this topic.
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